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Portraits American Women Settlement Present
This important work has been completely revised and expanded with the addition of online databases, Web sites and CD-ROM
titles. It identifies and describes hundreds of reference books that pertain to American history; entries offer thorough annotations
that are both descriptive and evaluative. Arranged topically, chapters cover U.S. history in terms of politics and government;
diplomatic history and foreign affairs; military history; social, cultural, and intellectual history; regional history; and economic
history. Introductory scope notes provide valuable expository information and suggested search strategies in such areas as
automation, government documents, and genealogy. Includes works published through 2002.
This first of two volumes extends from the founding of the colony of Georgia in 1733 up to the Progressive era. From the
beginning, Georgia women were instrumental in shaping the state, yet most histories minimize their contributions. The essays in
this volume include women of many ethnicities and classes who played an important role in Georgia’s history. Though sources for
understanding the lives of women in Georgia during the colonial period are scarce, the early essays profile Mary Musgrove, an
important player in the relations between the Creek nation and the British Crown, and the loyalist Elizabeth Johnston, who left
Georgia for Nova Scotia in 1806. Another essay examines the near-mythical quality of the American Revolution-era accounts of
"Georgia's War Woman," Nancy Hart. The later essays are multifaceted in their examination of the way different women
experienced Georgia's antebellum social and political life, the tumult of the Civil War, and the lingering consequences of both the
conflict itself and Emancipation. After the war, both necessity and opportunity changed women's lives, as educated white women
like Eliza Andrews established or taught in schools and as African American women like Lucy Craft Laney, who later founded the
Haines Institute, attended school for the first time. Georgia Women also profiles reform-minded women like Mary Latimer
McLendon, Rebecca Latimer Felton, Mildred Rutherford, Nellie Peters Black, and Martha Berry, who worked tirelessly for causes
ranging from temperance to suffrage to education. The stories of the women portrayed in this volume provide valuable glimpses
into the lives and experiences of all Georgia women during the first century and a half of the state's existence. Historical figures
include: Mary Musgrove Nancy Hart Elizabeth Lichtenstein Johnston Ellen Craft Fanny Kemble Frances Butler Leigh Susie King
Taylor Eliza Frances Andrews Amanda America Dickson Mary Ann Harris Gay Rebecca Latimer Felton Mary Latimer McLendon
Mildred Lewis Rutherford Nellie Peters Black Lucy Craft Laney Martha Berry Corra Harris Juliette Gordon Low
Presents a visual and literary review of famous Americans
More than fifty years after her death, Eleanor Roosevelt is remembered as a formidable first lady and tireless social activist. Often
overlooked, however, is her deep and inclusive spirituality. Her personal faith was shaped by reading the New Testament in her
youth, giving her a Jesus-centered spirituality that fueled her commitment to civil rights, women's rights, and the rights of all “little
peopleâ€ marginalized in American society. She took seriously Jesus' words and despite her life of privilege, she made the needs
of those on the margins her priority. Eleanor: A Spiritual Biography provides insight into one of America's most famous women,
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particularly the spiritual influences that made her so active in social justice issues.
Portraits of American WomenFrom Settlement to the PresentOxford University Press, USA
Profiles the lives and works of seventy-eight African-American writers, including Phillis Wheatley, Frederick Douglass, W.E.B. Du
Bois, Nella Larsen, Zora Neale Hurston, and Richard Wright.
Here are the life stories of three women who connect us to our national past and provide windows onto a social and political
landscape that is strangely familiar yet shockingly foreign. Berkin focuses on three “accidental heroes” who left behind sufficient
records to allow their voices to be heard clearly and to allow us to see the world as they did. Though they held no political power
themselves, all three had access to power and unique perspectives on events of their time. Angelina Grimké Weld, after a painful
internal dialogue, renounced the values of her Southern family's way of life and embraced the antislavery movement, but found her
voice silenced by marriage to fellow reformer Theodore Weld. Varina Howell Davis had an independent mind and spirit but
incurred the disapproval of her husband, Jefferson Davis, when she would not behave as an obedient wife. Though ill-prepared
and ill-suited for her role as First Lady of the Confederacy, she became an expert political lobbyist for her husband's release from
prison. Julia Dent Grant, the wife of Ulysses S. Grant, was a model of genteel domesticity who seemed content with the
restrictions of marriage and motherhood, even though they led to alternating periods of fame and disgrace, wealth and poverty.
Only late in life did she glimpse the price of dependency. Throughout, Berkin captures the tensions and animosities of the
antebellum era and the disruptions, anxieties, and dislocations generated by the war and its aftermath. Winner of the 2010
Colonial Dames of America Book Award
As Patricia Morton notes in her historiographical introduction, Discovering the Women in Slavery continues the advances made,
especially over the last decade, in understanding how women experienced slavery and shaped slavery history. In addition, the
collection illuminates some emancipating new perspectives and methodologies. Throughout, the contributors pay close attention over time and place - to variations, differences, and diversity regarding issues of gender and sex, race and ethnicity, and class.
They draw on such qualitative sources as letters, novels, oral histories, court records, and local histories as well as quantitative
sources like census data and parish records
From the invention of eyeglasses to the Internet, this three-volume set examines the pivotal effects that inventions have had on
society, providing a fascinating history of technology and innovations in the United States from the earliest colonization by
Europeans to the present. • Encourages readers to consider the tremendous potential impact of advances in science and
technology and the ramifications of important inventions on the global market, human society, and even the planet as a whole •
Supports eras addressed in the National Standards for American history as well as curricular units on inventions, discoveries, and
technological advances • Includes primary documents, a chronology, and section openers that help readers contextualize the
content
Profiles more than 285 men and women who fought for social reform and influenced American history.
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In 1910, Crystal Eastman was one of the most conspicuous progressive reformers in America. By the 1920s, her ardent
suffragism, insistent anti-militarism, gregarious internationalism, and uncompromising feminism branded her "the most dangerous
woman in America" and led to her exile in England. Yet a century later, her legacy in shaping several defining movements of the
modern era--labor, feminism, free speech, peace--is unquestioned. A founder of the ACLU and Woman's Peace Party, Eastman
was a key player in a constellation of high-stakes public battles from the very beginning of her career. She first found employment
investigating labor conditions--an endeavor that would produce her iconic publication, Work Accidents and the Law, a catalyst for
the first workers' compensation law. She would go on to fight for the rights of women, penning the Equal Rights Amendment with
Alice Paul. As a pacifist in the First World War era, she helped to found the Civil Liberties Bureau, which evolved into the ACLU.
With her brother, the writer Max Eastman, she frequented the radical, socialist circles of Greenwich Village. She was also a radical
of the politics of private life, bringing attention to cutting-edge issues such as reproductive rights, wages for housework, and single
motherhood by choice. As the first biography of Eastman, this book gives renewed voice to a woman who spoke freely and
passionately in debates still raging today -- gender equality and human rights, nationalism and globalization, political censorship
and media control, worker benefits and family balance, and the monumental questions of war, sovereignty, and freedom.
These original biographical sketches provide an excellent introduction to both the contrasts and continuities of American women's
experiences through nearly four centuries. Major subjects and themes emerge from the writings, including women's rights,
suffrage, education, health, 'women's liberation,' relations between the sexes, and marriage. An excellent resource for courses in
American history, women's history, and social history, Ordinary Women, Extraordinary Lives offers students a comprehensive and
very human picture of women in American history.
Until recently a "womanless" American history was the norm. But without a history of women we neglect gender dynamics, sex
roles, and family relations--the very fundamentals of human interaction. Here 24 short essays locate the histories of women--from
Pocahontas to Betty Friedan--and men together by period and provide a sense of their continuities through the whole gallery of the
American past. 26 photos.
From Gone with the Wind to Designing Women, images of southern females that emerge from fiction and film tend to obscure the
diversity of American women from below the Mason-Dixon line. In a work that deftly lays bare a myriad of myths and stereotypes
while presenting true stories of ambition, grit, and endurance, Margaret Ripley Wolfe offers the first professional historical
synthesis of southern women's experiences across the centuries. In telling their story, she considers many ordinary lives -- those
of Native-American, African-American, and white women from the Tidewater region and Appalachia to the Mississippi Delta to the
Gulf Coastal Plain, women whose varied economic and social circumstances resist simple explanations. Wolfe examines critical
eras, outstanding personalities and groups -- wives, mothers, pioneers, soldiers, suffragists, politicians, and civil rights activists -and the impact of the passage of time and the pressure of historical forces on the region's females. The historical southern
woman, argues Wolfe, has operated under a number of handicaps, bearing the full weight of southern history, mythology, and
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legend. Added to these have been the limitations of being female in a patriarchal society and the constraining images of the
"southern belle" and her mentor, the "southern lady." In addition, the specter of race has haunted all southern women. Gender is a
common denominator, but according to Wolfe, it does not transcend race, class, point of view, or a host of other factors. Intrigued
by the imagery as well as the irony of biblical stories and southern history, Wolfe titles her work Daughters of Canaan. Canaan
symbolizes promise, and for activist women in particular the South has been about promise as much as fulfillment. General
readers and students of southern and women's history will be drawn to Wolfe's engrossing chronicle.
An inspiring collection of American women entrepreneurs introduces readers to women who have carved out their own slice of the
economic pie, from Colonial times to the present. (Business & Finance)
Contemporary American youth live in a culture that ignores or denigrates labor unions. Mainstream media cover labor issues only
sparingly and unions no longer play much of a role in popular culture texts, films, or images. In our schools labor has been limited
to a footnote in textbooks instead of being treated seriously as the most effective force for championing the rights of working
people—the vast majority of the citizenry.
For more information, including a full list of entries, a generous selection of sample entries, and more, visit the Women During the Civil War
website. Women During the Civil War: An Encyclopedia is the first A-Z reference work to offer a panoramic presentation of the contributions,
achievements, and personal stories of American women during one of the most turbulent eras of the nation's history. Incorporating the most
recent scholarship as well as excerpts from diaries, letters, newspapers, and other primary source documents, this Encyclopedia
encompasses the wartime experiences of famous and lesser-known women of all ethnic groups and social backgrounds throughout the
United States during the Civil War era.
Fifteen leading historians of women and American history explore women's political action from 1830 to the present. While illustrating the
scope and racial, ethnic, and class diversity of women's public activism, they also clarify conceptual issues. "Establishes important links
between citizenship, race, and gender following the Reconstruction amendments and the Dawes Act of 1887." -- Sharon Hartmann Strom,
American Historical Review
Each volume of the Dictionary of World Biography contains 250 entries on the lives of the individuals who shaped their times and left their
mark on world history. This is not a who's who. Instead, each entry provides an in-depth essay on the life and career of the individual
concerned. Essays commence with a quick reference section that provides basic facts on the individual's life and achievements. The
extended biography places the life and works of the individual within an historical context, and the summary at the end of each essay
provides a synopsis of the individual's place in history. All entries conclude with a fully annotated bibliography.
A comprehensive encyclopedia tracing the history of the women's rights movement in the United States from the American Revolution to the
present day. • Offers informed, critical insights and perspectives from editor Tiffany K. Wayne; advising editor Lois Banner, noted author,
professor, historian, and feminist; and expert contributors • Comprises more than 800 entries in four volumes on the people, organizations,
events, legislation, and primary documents impacting gender relations in the United States • Supplies valuable content for librarians' events
and programming for Women's History Month each March • Provides listings of U.S. court cases regarding women's rights chronologically
organized by major time periods • Aligns with high school and college curricula in offering the experiences of American women • Includes
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coverage of current and ongoing issues related to women's civil and political equality in the 21st century
This reference book chronicles what American women did from the emergence of the republic through the end of World War I and the
passage of the Nineteenth Amendment. A broad spectrum of activities are depicted, showing their many accomplishments and how their
activities affected the world around them. It was an era of great transition for all women. A who’s who of American women and some men
(those who showed great support or, ironically, great opposition to women’s reform) are described one year at a time, beginning with 1789
and ending with 1920. Each year’s activities are organized into seven possible categories: domesticity, work, education, religion, the arts, the
law and politics, and joining forces. The book is thoroughly indexed.
Explores the role of women in eighteenth-century America, focusing on relationships, legal status, work, war, religion, and education.
This book is the first to explore the history of a powerful category of illicit sex in America’s past: liaisons between Southern white women and
black men. Martha Hodes tells a series of stories about such liaisons in the years before the Civil War, explores the complex ways in which
white Southerners tolerated them in the slave South, and shows how and why these responses changed with emancipation. Hodes provides
details of the wedding of a white servant-woman and a slave man in 1681, an antebellum rape accusation that uncovered a relationship
between an unmarried white woman and a slave, and a divorce plea from a white farmer based on an adulterous affair between his wife and
a neighborhood slave. Drawing on sources that include courtroom testimony, legislative petitions, pardon pleas, and congressional testimony,
she presents the voices of the authorities, eyewitnesses, and the transgressors themselves—and these voices seem to say that in the slave
South, whites were not overwhelmingly concerned about such liaisons, beyond the racial and legal status of the children that were produced.
Only with the advent of black freedom did the issue move beyond neighborhood dramas and into the arena of politics, becoming a much
more serious taboo than it had ever been before. Hodes gives vivid examples of the violence that followed the upheaval of war, when black
men and white women were targeted by the Ku Klux Klan and unprecedented white rage and terrorism against such liaisons began to erupt.
An era of terror and lynchings was inaugurated, and the legacy of these sexual politics lingered well into the twentieth century.
There are so many books on so many aspects of the history of the United States, offering such a wide variety of interpretations, that students,
teachers, scholars, and librarians often need help and advice on how to find what they want. The Reader's Guide to American History is
designed to meet that need by adopting a new and constructive approach to the appreciation of this rich historiography. Each of the 600
entries on topics in political, social and economic history describes and evaluates some 6 to 12 books on the topic, providing guidance to the
reader on everything from broad surveys and interpretive works to specialized monographs. The entries are devoted to events and
individuals, as well as broader themes, and are written by a team of well over 200 contributors, all scholars of American history.

This groundbreaking work provides us with an intimate picture of the entire social experience provided by antebellum women's
colleges and seminaries in the South, analyzing the impact of these colleges upon the cultural construction of femininity among
white Southern women, and their legacy for higher education.
Most Americans know the story of Pocahontas, but not the fact that she was a Christian, and the reasons for her dramatic
conversion. Pocahontas had a history-altering encounter with Jesus Christ. A key figure was Alexander Whitaker, pioneer
Anglicanmissionary in Virginia, who taught Pocahontas the Christian faith - but is almost totally unknown today. This story of
Pocahontas has never fully been told. Or it has been ridiculed. Yet it is true, as this book now documents. In these pages the real
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Pocahontas comes alive as a flesh-and-blood person with her own thoughts and decisions. This book shows the beauty, the
romance, and the tragedy of Pocahontas's short life. It also traces the way the Pocahontas story has been used and misused over
the past 400 years, opening the door to the larger issue of the suppression of native peoples in US history. The real story of
Pocahontas presents a timely case study both in the history of missions and the history of America - an investigation of the
interplay between gospel, culture, and national mythology.
A collection of new essays establishes women's voices as a powerful presence in US nature writing.
The New York Times bestseller from prizewinning author David Michaelis presents a “stunning” (The Wall Street Journal)
breakthrough portrait of Eleanor Roosevelt, America’s longest-serving First Lady, an avatar of democracy whose ever-expanding
agency as diplomat, activist, and humanitarian made her one of the world’s most widely admired and influential women. In the first
single-volume cradle-to-grave portrait in six decades, acclaimed biographer David Michaelis delivers a stunning account of
Eleanor Roosevelt’s remarkable life of transformation. An orphaned niece of President Theodore Roosevelt, she converted her
Gilded Age childhood of denial and secrecy into an irreconcilable marriage with her ambitious fifth cousin Franklin. Despite their
inability to make each other happy, Franklin Roosevelt transformed Eleanor from a settlement house volunteer on New York’s
Lower East Side into a matching partner in New York’s most important power couple in a generation. When Eleanor discovered
Franklin’s betrayal with her younger, prettier, social secretary, Lucy Mercer, she offered a divorce and vowed to face herself
honestly. Here is an Eleanor both more vulnerable and more aggressive, more psychologically aware and sexually adaptable than
we knew. She came to accept her FDR’s bond with his executive assistant, Missy LeHand; she allowed her children to live their
own lives, as she never could; and she explored her sexual attraction to women, among them a star female reporter on FDR’s first
presidential campaign, and younger men. Eleanor needed emotional connection. She pursued deeper relationships wherever she
could find them. Throughout her life and travels, there was always another person or place she wanted to heal. As FDR struggled
to recover from polio, Eleanor became a voice for the voiceless, her husband’s proxy in the White House. Later, she would be the
architect of international human rights and world citizen of the Atomic Age, urging Americans to cope with the anxiety of global
annihilation by cultivating a “world mind.” She insisted that we cannot live for ourselves alone but must learn to live together or we
will die together. This “absolutely spellbinding,” (The Washington Post) “complex and sensitive portrait” (The Guardian) is not just
a comprehensive biography of a major American figure, but the story of an American ideal: how our freedom is always a choice.
Eleanor rediscovers a model of what is noble and evergreen in the American character, a model we need today more than ever.
Negotiators of Change covers the history of ten tribal groups including the Cherokee, Iroquois and Navajo -- as well as tribes with
less known histories such as the Yakima, Ute, and Pima-Maricopa. The book contests the idea that European colonialization led to
a loss of Native American women's power, and instead presents a more complex picture of the adaption to, and subversion of, the
economic changes introduced by Europeans. The essays also discuss the changing meainings of motherhood, women's roles and
differing gender ideologies within this context.
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Octavius Valentine Catto was an orator who shared stages with Frederick Douglass, a second baseman on Philadelphia’s best
black baseball team, a teacher at the city’s finest black school and an activist who fought in the state capital and on the streets for
equal rights. With his racially-charged murder, the nation lost a civil rights pioneer—one who risked his life a century before Selma
and Birmingham. In Tasting Freedom Murray Dubin and Pulitzer Prize winner Dan Biddle painstakingly chronicle the life of this
charismatic black leader—a “free” black whose freedom was in name only. Born in the American south, where slavery permeated
everyday life, he moved north where he joined the fight to be truly free—free to vote, go to school, ride on streetcars, play baseball
and even participate in July 4th celebrations. Catto electrified a biracial audience in 1864 when he proclaimed, “There must come
a change,” calling on free men and women to act and educate the newly freed slaves. With a group of other African Americans
who called themselves a “band of brothers,” they challenged one injustice after another. Tasting Freedom presents the littleknown stories of Catto and the men and women who struggled to change America.
American feminism has always been about more than the struggle for individual rights and equal treatment under the law. In this
book, [the author] retrieves an alternative tradition of women's reform that sought answers to questions increasingly pressing
today: how to balance work and family and how to address growing economic inequalities. [This book] trace[s] the history of
American social justice feminism from the 1930s into the present and to link that continuous tradition with the leadership of labor
women. -Back cover.
This title examines an important historic event _ the womenÍs suffrage movement. Easy-to-read, compelling text explores the
history of womenÍs rights and the League of Women Voters, the roles the antislavery movement, the Fourteenth and Fifteenth
Amendments, and literature played in the movement, well-known figures such as Mary Wollstonecraft, Lucy Stone, Susan B.
Anthony, and Alice Paul, and the effects of this event on society. Features include a table of contents, a timeline, facts, additional
resources, Web sites, a glossary, a bibliography, and an index. Essential Events is a series in Essential Library, an imprint of
ABDO Publishing Company.
In 1844, Lydia Sigourney asserted, "Man's warfare on the trees is terrible." Like Sigourney many American women of her day
engaged with such issues as sustainability, resource wars, globalization, voluntary simplicity, Christian ecology, and environmental
justice. Illuminating the foundations for contemporary women's environmental writing, Fallen Forests shows how their nineteenthcentury predecessors marshaled powerful affective, ethical, and spiritual resources to chastise, educate, and motivate readers to
engage in positive social change. Fallen Forests contributes to scholarship in American women's writing, ecofeminism,
ecocriticism, and feminist rhetoric, expanding the literary, historical, and theoretical grounds for some of today's most pressing
environmental debates. Karen L. Kilcup rejects prior critical emphases on sentimentalism to show how women writers have drawn
on their literary emotional intelligence to raise readers' consciousness about social and environmental issues. She also critiques
ecocriticism's idealizing tendency, which has elided women's complicity in agendas that depart from today's environmental
orthodoxies. Unlike previous ecocritical works, Fallen Forests includes marginalized texts by African American, Native American,
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Mexican American, working-class, and non-Protestant women. Kilcup also enlarges ecocriticism's genre foundations, showing how
Cherokee oratory, travel writing, slave narrative, diary, polemic, sketches, novels, poetry, and expos intervene in important
environmental debates.
Nineteenth-century American women’s culture was immersed in religious experience and female authors of the era employed
representations of faith to various cultural ends. Focusing primarily on non-canonical texts, this collection explores the diversity of
religious discourse in nineteenth-century women’s literature. The contributors examine fiction, political writings, poetry, and
memoirs by professional authors, social activists, and women of faith, including Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, Angelina and Sarah
Grimké, Louisa May Alcott, Rebecca Harding Davis, Harriet E. Wilson, Sarah Piatt, Julia Ward Howe, Julia A. J. Foote, Lucy Mack
Smith, Rebecca Cox Jackson, and Fanny Newell. Embracing the complexities of lived religion in women’s culture-both its
repressive and its revolutionary potential-Nineteenth-Century American Women Write Religion articulates how American women
writers adopted the language of religious sentiment for their own cultural, political, or spiritual ends.
There has always been an intricate relationship between religion and politics. This encyclopedia provides a comprehensive
overview of the interrelation of religion and politics from colonial days to the present. • Enables readers to understand why religion
and politics are necessarily interrelated • Demonstrates how today's heated controversies about the delicate balance between
religious beliefs and government policies in America are not new but have existed since the foundation of the nation • Represents
an ideal resource for students writing position papers regarding the separation of church and state (or lack of)
The journal of the Brainerd Mission is an indispensable source for understanding Cherokee culture and history during the early
nineteenth century. The interdenominational mission was located in the heart of Cherokee country near present-day Chattanooga.
For seven years the Brainerd missionaries kept a journal describing their lives and those of their charges. Although the journal has
long been recognized as a significant primary document, it was not fully transcribed or made widely available until now. The
journal entries provide a richly textured and sensitive look at Cherokee life and American missionary activities during the early
nineteenth century. They shed new light on the daily lives and personalities of individual Cherokees, as well as on poorly
understood aspects of Cherokee politics and religion. The journal provides interesting ethnographic details concerning Cherokee
council meetings, ceremonial occasions, gender relations, and the internal social and political tensions among families. Of equal
interest are the complex and often conflicted attitudes of the missionaries, who were interested in Cherokee traditional culture but
simultaneously worked to change it.
Inviting Understanding provides a comprehensive, coherent portrait of invitational rhetoric in a way that allows readers to
understand the theory, to explore possible extensions, to see the practices of invitational rhetoric at work, and to access a
comprehensive bibliography of works on the subject. --Stacey Sowards, University of Texas at Austin
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